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Prior to yesterdays release by Wikileaks of these CIA top secret 
documents,  Julian Assange, on 3 March, emailed to President 
Trump’s National Security Council (NSC) the encrypted key to 
unlock Vault 7 where these over 8,000 documents were stored. 
 
These top secret CIA documents reveal that this “Deep State” 
spy agency had created an “exploit” to falsely implicate Russia 
in hacking crimes it had never committed, and didn’t have to do 
as these Democrats had already destroyed themselves. 
 
The CIA’s creation of this “exploit” designed to blame Russia 
for hacking crimes, this report explains, was co-created by 
Google engineers who had, at least, 427 meetings at the White 
House over the course of Obama’s presidency—and that in its 
final development stage was given to a cybersecurity 
technology company named CrowdStrike that Google Capital 
had invested $100 million in. 

One would logically think, this report says, that with two highly 
flawed Obama regime Russian hacking reports being 
completely discredited this witch-hunting expedition would 
end—but one would be wrong in believing such a thing as, 
instead, the US propaganda mainstream media have been 
using these two “fake news” reports to bludgeon the reputation 
of President Trump—while, and as always, telling the American 
people what to think. 

And with Wikileaks now proving that the “Deep State” aligned 
CIA was, in fact, the creator of this “Fancy Bear” exploit meant 
to discredit Russia, this report concludes, the Obama-Clinton 
leftist supporting US mainstream “fake news” propaganda 
media is, once again, choosing lies over truth—with CNN 
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shockingly not even bothering to inform their viewers of the 
over 8,000 top secret CIA documents published by Wikileaks 
yesterday—and whom, also, when “The Podesta Emails” were 
released, outrageously lied to the American people saying no 
one but reporters could read them.       

Wikileaks obtained “The Podesta Emails” in the first place, this 
report details, was through a disgruntled DNC officer named 
Seth Rich who was angry over the election being manipulated 
against Senator Bernie Sanders—but who shortly after he had 
turned over these damning email documents to Wikileaks was 
assassinated, and that Wikileaks offered a $20,000 reward to 
capture his killers, who were never found. 

With Hillary Clinton’s campaign manager John Podesta having 
previously stated to Seth Richs’ assassination that “I’m 
definitely for making an example of a suspected leaker whether 
or not we have any real basis for it.”, and Wikileaks leader 
Assange himself saying Russia had nothing whatsoever to do 
with the hacking of “The Podesta Emails”, this report 
continues, there was no doubt that this DNC leaker had been 
killed by Clinton and/or Obama forces for his leaking of these 
damaging documents.  
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These are the dastardly acts of the criminal cabal.  
 
However, their supporters in Malaysia must be aware that their 
mindless support of the criminal cabal will backfire on them. 
And no death threats, gruesome videos of beheading and mass 
murder will deter Truth-Seekers from continuing their work of 
exposing lies, fake news and propaganda. 
 



It is not bravery on the part of these scumbags to tie up their 
victims (to prevent resistance and self-defence) and then 
brutally murder them.  
 
We dare these cowards to confront Truth-Seekers openly and 
in the glare of public scrutiny to identify themselves, confessed 
to their agendas and then ONE ON ONE face the Truth-Seekers 
and if need be struggle to the very end and let’s see who Allah 
will protect.      
 
These criminals are forewarned. Desist, repent and obey 
Allah’s commands in accordance with the revelations in the 
Quran or face the consequences beyond their imagination. For 
Allah’s wrath and Justice is beyond humanity’s 
comprehension!     


